
1.1 Preventive maintenance procedure 
Carry out these verifications and maintenance operations every twelve months: 
(Note: in italic the name of the activity to be reported in the web-page) 

1.1.1 X-MIND Trium 
i. U-ARM Lubrication: check the U-Arm motion (X, Y, S) and rotation (R). Verify it is smooth and 

no faults are presents; uncover the X-MIND Trium and: 
a. Lube the motor axis with DS-ES lubricant if movements are not smooth. 
b. Lube retaining ring and ball bearing seat of the kinematic group with OKS 481 

lubricant. 
ii. Tubehead visual check:  if oil leakage or defects present 
iii. Mainboard fan visual check: verify possible dust accumulation on fan of the mainboard 
iv. COLUMN anchorages tightening: ensure that the bolts of wall plate are correctly tightened. 

Tighten if needed. 
v. Check power line values: measure the voltage and check that the line is dedicated to the 

Trium. 
vi. Check COLUMN motion: ensure regular column motion without jams and noises. Lube* motor 

axis if movements is not smooth. 
vii. Check activation of mechanical limit switches of the COLUMN  
viii. COVERS visual inspection: ensure that all the covers are intact, cover the X-MIND Trium and 

verify that all screws are present and fixed. Once done verify again all movements of the X-
MIND Trium. 

1.1.2 Workstation 
i. Check fans inside workstation: if accumulated dust is present *clean with compressed air if 

needed 
ii. SOFTWARE – check that no antivirus or firewall was installed or activated. If antivirus or firewall 

are present, make sure the appropriate exceptions, rules and ports are properly configured  
iii. SOFTWARE – check that no unauthorized software was installed by customer 
iv. SOFTWARE – check free space on HDD (if space is limited, proceed by deleting older 

projections) 
v. SOFTWARE – perform and save on external memory devices the backup of Trium settings and 

configuration with AIS Backup Manager after quality checks are passed. 
 

1.1.3 Generic maintenance operations 
i. Ensure proper x-ray emission operation of the yellow LED on the control panel. 
ii. Ensure that the external lamp lights up when the Equipment is in emission status if lamp is 

present. 
iii. Ensure that the buzzer is properly working during x-rays emission 
iv. Ensure proper remote exposure and emergency buttons are working properly: Try to release the 

exposure button before the acquisition is complete and ensure that the system stops, and an 
error message is displayed on the monitor. 

v. Verify patient positioning laser operation and calibration. Calibrate lasers if needed 
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1.2 Cleaning the device 
i. Clean the external surface using a damp cloth and non-corrosive and non-oil-

based detergent and disinfect it using a non-aggressive medical detergent. Do not 
spray detergent or disinfectant directly on the device. 
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